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“subject/object”
! WELCOME TO THE SIXTH ISSUE OF ANY BODY ZINE !
this is the last issue of the year (!)
and we are so grateful to everyone who has been a part of this journey
◊◊◊
‘subject/object’ has certainly been an interesting issue for us at any body zine
(being subjective humans in this world)
xx//..z././//,zx$$569,/.;\xz./,z/.z/.z\/z./ × ∞
on the subject…
we often find ourselves in existential conversations about what it means to be a
person in this world, how it is we make sense of things and what ‘things’ really are.
it seems pretty quintessential to being human that we are subjective;
we experience things the way we do – differently from how someone else does.
these differing perspectives are formed thorough a constant negotiation between
our inner and outer worlds that both form us and that we form. our upbringing
our genes, our intuition; the way we interact with objects and structures and
people in our lives and the way these structures impact our well-being;
our fondest memories, our dreams, our partners and our modes of expression all
have a role to play in the way we see the world – our unique view.
this is what makes life exciting, tenuous, oppressive, confusing, pleasurable,
painful and well…life, right?
this conversation can go so many ways, as it has in this final issue of ABZ. we have
chats about choreographic failure; the historic power of the camera and the
relationships between the photographed, photographer and viewer; gender
fluidity; voyeurism and the (dis)pleasure of being viewed; loss and transmutation
though creation; choreographic isolation and the relationship between audience
and creator; sex and the friction between autonomy and
structural disempowerment
it’s packed!
we hope you enjoy while also sipping your chosen refreshment and contemplating
your self-care regime for the next few months because 2016, you’ve been too real.
please share your thoughts with us at anybodyzine@gmail.com
all our love
the team at abz

an exploration of faliure
by Chantal Cherry

Sometimes failure is helpful as the ‘happy accident’ leads the artwork in a new, exciting direction and in this way is generative of innovative material. As a society, we
accept failure when it leads to success or when we’re able to learn something from
the outcome of the failure. However, failure as mere failure seems difficult to digest.
Understanding that failure is intrinsically woven into the artistic process and inevitable
to the artwork itself might allow an artist to look at and cope with failure differently. I’d
like to share a personal experience of perceived failure and the thoughts it provoked
in me.
I created a twelve-minute choreography – a duet that explored repetition as a choreographic strategy. Throughout the work dancer A repeatedly throws flower petals
from silver buckets over dancer B while she performs. This happens five times. The
arrangement of petals specific to the order of the bucket thrown was crucial to the
intention and concept of the work. The first and second buckets were filled with only
pink flower petals; the third bucket contained pink flower petals mixed with purple
Jacaranda flower petals. The fourth bucket contained red Rose petals. The fifth (and
final) bucket held white Rose petals.
The performance started off well. I was proud and thought ‘so far so good’. It appears
I thought it too soon. Dancer B was tasked with performing the same phrase about ten
times intercut with duets between her and dancer A. I soon realized that dancer B had
progressed too far ahead in her series of repetitions for where dancer A was in her
solo phrase. It was clear to me that dancer B was about to omit a section of the work.
I watched as the unhappy accident unraveled: dancer A approached to begin their
second interaction of the duet and dancer B led them into the third duet section. This
meant dancer A had only thrown three buckets of flower petals instead of the total
five she should have thrown by this point in the work, resulting in the stage being
scattered with pink flower petals and a few purple Jacaranda petals that had shriveled
over night and looked absolutely horrid to me in that moment. I reiterate the importance of the last two buckets in leaving the stage scattered with red and white Rose
petals as central to the concept of the work. Not to mention the fact that four minutes
had been shaved off the work as a result of this mistake. My vision was left unrealized.
After the showing I was incredibly disappointed. Throughout the rest of the day I kept
re-living the exact moment it all went wrong, running through the same thought pattern of realizing I could not intervene or salvage the mistake and thus had to merely
watch it unfold. Why did I feel so distraught about a simple mistake, particularly considering the fact that the audience did not notice it at all?
Sarah Lewis discusses failure in her book The Rise: Creativity, the Gift of Failure, and
the Search for Mastery and makes a noteworthy point – we often call the failed event
“something else – a learnt experience, a trial, a reinvention – no longer the static concept of failure” (2014, p.12).

In this way, the mistake becomes something other than failure. I question whether
failure once thought of as something else is still failure or whether it has morphed
into a something else that can no longer be classified as failure. Moreover, could this
something else be the starting point for success and if so, is this failure still considered
failure as it leads to success?
When expressing my disappointment about the failed event, the solace I received was
that I’d ‘just have to restage the work’ and now I had the motivation I needed from the
desire of wanting to see my vision realized. This addresses the need to turn failure into
something else (such as motivation) in both my empathizer and in me. The imperfection becomes the driving force. The question arises: would I have wanted to restage
this work if not for the unhappy accident? If the answer is yes then the possibility of the
failure providing motivation is disqualified. But, motivation to re-stage it would have
been felt regardless. So, in this sense the event remains mere failure.
It is important to note that failure is relative to a specific individual’s or community’s own
criteria and value system. It seems that I live in a society wherein a failed event is only
acceptable insofar as it will eventually lead to success, as it transforms into a happy accident that can be incorporated into the artistic work, or as generative in that it allows
the artist to see the work in a new light, and inspires the artist to devise something they
might otherwise not have created. However, a failure that does not lead to success is
often deemed worthless; mere failure for failure’s own sake. This brings up another
crucial aspect of failure – our own perceptions of failure. Is failure then a state of mind?
According to my own criteria for success and failure, the personal experience I have described exemplifies failure as mere failure. Several more questions arise: have I turned
this failure into a success in having a research paper topic or am I using the unhappy
accident to my advantage with the event itself remaining a failure? Am I choosing to
see this event as failure when it has the capacity to be seen as success, particularly
because no audience member considered the work a failure? The answers cannot be
known, however, what should be noted is the necessity to avoid and the difficulty to
accept failure as mere failure, arguably as a result of community and societal values
ingrained in me.
Lewis discusses the phenomenon of the ‘near win’ as failing when the goal is within
reach and seemingly attainable. The closer the artist is to reaching the goal the more
difficult it is to be satisfied with a near win, as the intended outcome is considered to
be an attainable possibility ‘if only’ a minor difference had been made. While the near
win is more painful and difficult to digest, it is much more generative because the goal
is within sight in a way it might not be when the goal is missed by a long shot. The artist
has the necessary motivation to ‘do better next time’.
The personal example I have given could be classified as a ‘near win’. The entire piece
was performed with a minor slip up that was hardly noticed by the audience and the
illusion of perfection established. If only dancer B had grabbed dancer A’s hand rather
than jumping into her arms, the dance would have continued as intended. This minor
alteration in movement turned the dance from a success to a peceived failure of intention. The intended outcome was well within reach and arguably should have been
attained.

Sara Bailes, in her book Performance Theatre and the Poetics of Failure, highlights the
importance of failure and asserts that “it is the artist’s obligation to fail” and to resist
failing in art “would be to practice something other than art” (Bailes, 2011, p.25).
Artists and audiences in conjunction have established certain constructs and boundaries that have to be obeyed in order for a performance to exist. Contributing to this
is the unspoken understanding that what is being staged is not real even as it aims to
portray reality. Consequently, the artwork is inevitably and continuously failing. It will
remain in that state of failure as the work can never be the thing it aims to represent but
rather remains a symbol for the thing it wishes to communicate.
Furthermore, the gap between the artwork as representation and the thing the artwork
is epitomizing can never be closed no matter how realistic or believable the artwork.
In understanding that as artists we are always undoubtedly failing, perhaps we can reprogram our mindsets to see that a failure as mere failure is not as bad as we perceive
because we have already failed regardless.
I conclude with this: as artists we should learn to embrace failure, the inevitability of
failure in our work, and understand its purpose as generative or motivational, which
could lead to success. Above all, we should accept that failure will sometimes be merely that: failure.

Photograph: Ella Gabriel / Dancers: Jingqiu Guan & Daeun Jung.
Chantal Cherry is a South African dancer and choreographer currently enrolled at UCLA for her MFA in
Choreography. Her most significant achievements as a dancer and choreographer include choreographing and performing in international conferences Confluences 6 and Confluences 7, hosted by the University
of Cape Town, as well as her participation as a performer in the Crossings International Artistic Workshop
hosted by the Gordon Institute of the Creative and Performing Arts (South Africa) and lead by renowned
choreographers Vincent Mantsoe and Germaine Acogny. Chantal’s dance film debut A Bigger Bang For
Your Buck was screened at both the Dance Transmissions Festival (Uganda), and Re-Visioning Dance Festival (South Africa). Chantal recently performed inDear Me (USA) by Taiwanese choreographer Hsiao-Mei Ho.
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AN UNNECESSARY COMPLICATION OF THE IMAGE

a manifesto

Taking a picture. Taking something from someone.
Shooting someone. Photographing seems quite a
violent act. Click.
Done.

A 1/200 of a second that defines an everlasting
relationship creating a 2-dimensional object:
detached from its context,
existing through space.
The opening and closing of the shutter.
The transformation of relations and
environments, connections and structures into a two-dimensional
object - light and chemicals - and then
eternity. When you look
through old pictures in a flea market, with never-ending
faces
smiling at you, life
and silent stories
piled on top of
each other:
who are these people? Are they dead?
No context, no names, no identities.
No photographer.
But, a 2-dimensional object holding the reflections of light. Forever.
And now these nameless creatures settle in the internet, leading an
inanimate existence doomed to remain in the same moment forever. Silent victims of instrumentalization: suddenly a meme, put in a
different context. Proof of some theories. Underneath the chemical
surface of this 2-dimensional object you’ll find a knot of relations:

The relation between the photographer and the camera, the photographer
and the photographed and the photographed and the image.
Between the photographer and
the image. The viewer
and the photographer.
The viewer and the
photographed.
Does the
act of
taking a
picture
alter the
photographed
subject into an
object?
Is it objectifying?
What are the relations of power?
I am wondering: Is the camera is an instrument of power and
has it always been a subject or object of instrumentalization?
In the hands of
the oppressor it
easily becomes
the instrument
of propaganda,
to cover and
make the
oppression
invisible.

In the hands
of the oppressed the
camera becomes a weapon,
revealing the oppression
and making the invisible
visible. Everybody is claiming
the truth while the
image keeps silent.

And the viewer?
Just sees the reflection of his/her own belief
system. It is a document of truth
only as long as it isn’t
viewed by a person
– subjective,
wavering.

by Lena Posch
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Subject to Change
It’s not permanent

Dedicated to the Brave

I’ll be back in three months

by Sibusiso Masters

Let’s meet on Thursday?
Make it a maybe, baby
I think I might, at least, I’m pretty certain
But can we maybe make a rain check?
No need, I’ve got a rain slicker
I’m only up for the weekend, I’ve found a reason to stay
And she’s beautiful in every way
It’s unintended, but that’s how these things go, no?
Our life plans dovetail and I can really see things going far
No end to this horizon in sight
She’s changed her mind
fine feathers fray
She needs to explore, take flight
I think I’ll join her, I’m malleable
Like water flowing
I’ll take the path of least resistance
No matter how hard
Channel illusory spirits of the future
and the current slips away
I didn’t see what was going on
Maybe we can see each other again some time?
I’ll be back in a week
It wasn’t permanent, anyway

Portal
by Londiwe
Gamedze

I have discovered a portal. Countless others have accessed it before
me, but for it to be real, I had to go in myself. I use a little ganja to lubricate the passage - just a tiny bit. I make my rituals and I approach the
portal, feel its pull on me, a tug that beckons. When I get close enough,
all I have to do is make my body limp and let go and it pulls me into its
whirling wonder; into unknowable space.
I loosen up like a gymnast or a diver before a competition: shaking my
wrists, stretching my neck, rolling my shoulders. Then I sway my torso
to the music; one shoulder forward, one back. I keep my lower half
completely still; feet, legs, hips, and move my torso, loosely, back and
forth. I pop the beat with my chest, gently, shoulders two at a time. My
body moves smoothly still getting into it, letting it get into me. I bend
my knees and sink my weight into my root chakra; my spine long and
tall, my tailbone heavy, and I swing my hips- oiling out the creaking. I
let my spine wiggle, sway, governed by my core. I hear a vertebrae or
two make a pop. I let my arms drop, floppy, moving only in response
to the rest of my body which is now drenched in the music- a layer of
honey. My feet will feel the magic when I am all in. Soon.
I take a big, quiet breath. Letting it out, I melt, eyes closed, into the
pulse of the song. And I know that it is only my mental openness that
allows me to transcend this plane. I begin to move in the way I am
moved; begin to sweat, ignoring most of the lyrics and probably smiling blissfully. Slowly, I feel it. I am close, at the edge of the portal. I
feel its draw. A low ringing sound below, or above, or through, everything, makes itself known to my mind. It’s been there the whole time.
I soothe the sparks of fear I feel from the sublime feeling of infinite
empty space that balloons out from my head to eternity when I close
my eyes, like I’m gently lifting off the ground. My body now moves
not of its own accord but by what I channel from out there. I know that
people call this a trance, but I don’t want to name it.
I love this Joburg dancehall: a dark throng of thousands, raw Jamaican
beats, thick-thighed twerkers jiggling their jelly in headstands and splits
onstage, and the clouds of ganja smoke hanging above our heads.

I come here alone, though it’s arguably an odd place for a mystic
experience. I love the music and I love to dance alone in an ocean of
energy. I don’t have to care about anyone else’s comfort, what time
they want to go home, if they want to leave the dance floor to get a
drink, or sit down, or chat to a love interest. I drink it all in, bask in it.
The kinetico-spiritual energy of a thousand dancers, circulating my
own into the mix, with no spoken conversation, just bodies and their
radiances. A high beyond highs that keeps me coming back.
But when I let go into the portal, I open myself to the universe, an
hourglass angel submerged in and subject to infinity. As I dance, releasing myself into the cosmos, within this soup of swirling energies,
a halo of men forms around me.:real bodies each sending his unique
energy in my direction. I notice each new presence like a coloured
shadow standing in front of a light source, some darker and some lively, lighter, energies that would attract me like a bee to a bright flower,
if I was here to gather pollen.
But jamming up from the encroaching vibrations, my frequency and
connection to the great spirit start to weaken, and I am forced to alter
my circumstances. I don’t need to look around to know where the
energy streams from; the energy that interferes with my own, that
makes an object of me- a dancing girl- alone.
“She must be here to dance with me.” “Who does she think she is?”
“I want her.” “What a freak.” “Hippy hip hopper.” “Maybe she’ll notice
me.” “Who is she here with?” “She’s a tease; I hate teases.”
With a glance, my eyes merely confirm what my spirit knows. So I
move, I dance away into the crowd and take up a new spot, staking
out my ground. I dance one dance with two partners. I dance with the
great spirit which gently disintegrates my ego and leads me by the
body into its ecstasies. And I dance with the thousand earth-bound energies here, all together in their surging billows. As I am absorbed into
the universe’s dance, my plural physical partner watches and waits,
dancing with jealousy and intrigue, their thoughts, louder and louder wresting me from my meditation. My mind returns reluctantly to
their plane and I dance with them, flowing myself away, away, away, to
meet again the love that objectifies me by reducing me to a purest,
unthinking spirit.

SPLIT:
By Julia de Rosenwerth

thoughts on a
choreographic process

I began making Split, my first solo choreographic work in July this
year. First off, I’d like to say that solos are really difficult (possibly the
most difficult, and ironically so). When I started working I did not
have a director or outside eye. I was in a particularly insular situation
because I also had no clear idea of where I wanted the work to go,
and this was amplified by having no one to tell me where it could go!
I tried to ask myself what I was interested in and keen on exploring –
but, nothing giving at first.
Around the time I was lucky enough to participate in some workshops with Athena Mazarakis. Her work focuses on the body as a
site of memory and history and tries to ‘excavate’ the body through
somatic and mental exercises. As one might expect, this tunneling
process was very internal, and for me, it was quite a challenge. In
one of the workshops I accessed some childhood memories that I had
not processed properly, which I realised were very traumatic. These
struck me so profoundly that I decided to base my choreography on
‘the memories held in my body’ (and all the possible manifestations of
that). This was a good first step, but still, I had not decided on how to
begin generating movement material.
After days of rolling around on the floor aimlessly, thankfully I remembered that choreographic tasks were things people used to make
choreography with (no duh)! I started to regain some mental fortitude (I was really in a bit of a daze) and began a good amount of
speaking, writing and drawing to myself. I carried on with my improvisations and slowly began to notice that what was emerging was an
attempt to constantly invert my body; resisting a vertical positioning.
Most times I was upside down, balancing on a limb, never stable, testing gravity and my body, but never standing upright. I ran with this
and began to develop a kind of general movement vocabulary.

To add to the insular, internal environment, there were no mirrors in
the studio where I was working and I was not initially videoing myself. So, I did not have to engage my eyes in any choreographic sense
(which I was very lucky to have experienced). Through the absence
of objects that prompted me to use my dominant visual-sense, I was
able to tap into my kinaesthetic and proprioceptive senses and build
up a strong somatic feeling of the choreography/ my body performing
the movements.
I could describe it as overwhelmingly uneasy, tense and muscular –
like being on a constant in-breath. To accompany this, I struggled to
judge whether what I was doing was effective, ‘good’ or interesting
and so remained pretty focused on the journey of my body through
the work and how to sustain and develop that. This became empowering and self-assuring as I had to learn to rely on my own perceptions of the work and trust that I was getting closer to what I intended for it to ‘do’.
Sounds productive and immersive, right? Well, yes, but while an
immersive environment can be a great way to begin a choreographic
process, it can’t go on forever – not in as much as you want to make a
work with an actual audience in mind. Because performance is overwhelmingly viewer-orientated, an exclusively insular way of working
is not actually a very good way to make anything performance-related. Knowing this and getting a little fidgety about it, I had to open up
the environment and begin thinking about how the work was coming
across – how it looked externally.
Introducing image, externality and gaze into my process, I began
filming some of my improvisations (by finding ingenious and inspired
ways of balancing my cell phone on objects around the room).
I started to see what kinds of things were emerging and what a
viewer might interpret from the work. Yet, I found that being my
own outside-eye was still somewhat internal and circular and I found
myself viewing the work based on my subjective experience of it. I
decided to ask Adriana Jamisse to help direct the work to pull out
the interesting sections and craft a journey for the audience.

Without being reductive, I would contrast external viewing of a work:
seeing how the elements (space, movements, costume, music) fit together to
convey an idea, to doing and feeling the work (as I have discussed above).
I would hesitate to think of one or the other as ‘subjective’ or ‘objective’,
because I think that when we look at anything, we see it through a certain,
subjective lens which is influenced by how we feel in a particular moment
as well as how we have been brought up, or our race, gender, sexuality,
class and so on. But, definitely there is some difference between doing
something and watching yourself do it. There is some kind of tension there,
and interestingly, my choreographic process began to reflect in the content
and themes I was exploring in the work.
Through the movement vocabulary that was emerging from the process,
I started to see images and moments to explore my gendered, sexualised
self – informed by those childhood memories I learnt had affected the way I
regarded my body, my gender performance and my sexuality. This content
rife with subject/object issues.
For instance, as a woman, I often experience a rift between feeling like a
subjective, emotional, complex human being and continuously being made
an object – both by myself and others as a result of the male-dominant,
hyper-sexualised and hyper-image conscious society that I find myself in.
This creates a kind of doubleness or split in the experience of myself and
how I relate to my body, which I explore in the work. In the same way that
I was experiencing a tension between the ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’/viewed
aspects of my choreographic process, so too was I exploring themes that
gave rise to this dialogue.
Through this process, my solo has become a visceral, uneasy performance
where I purposefully invert, destabilise and attempt to deform by own
female body in an effort to highlight the different political, gender-based
and sexual readings that arise from resisting a vertical, upright positioning.
I work with a long, wide dress that reveals my legs when I go upside down
for short periods of time and covers my head completely when I stay upside
down for an extended periods of time. At times I stand up with the dress
over my head, which I think removes my subjectivity (through obscuring
my face), highlights a ‘double body’ and looks not-quite human. I think
these elements are all in conversation with viewership, the female body,
objectification, vulnerability and subjectivity
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Lithium

Don’t be my friend –
Be an albatross; a keeper of lost souls
who endlessly sails with the mortal ship –
protect it from death!

By Kris

And when Death comes,
black swampy clouds with
frogs and squids broiling
Fly albatross! For the ship will sink.
Or sink with the ship and
grow without my vivacity
Free from caged sanity and mortality
Then carriage death and fly with him.
Find me on a dark ocean floor
alone, happy once more.

Kris a young South African, wondering
into the joys of the writing world. He
doesn’t love many people, but loves
everyone’s thoughts. Kris hopes to publish more, make some money as well as
publish a collection. He is also wanting to
write a novel before June 2017. If anyone’s keen to chat, drop him a message
on Tumblr at krisvanderbijl.tumblr.com

Lady Aria Grey
Explains Subjectivity

This is a script from
one of Lady Aria
Grey’s YouTube series
where she explain
mostly everything!
SUBSCRIBE
ONLINE!
youtube.com/
Is this glass half full? Is this glass half empty?
ladyariagrey
Is this glass a bicycle?
(@ladyariagrey)
[Title screen]
LADY ARIA GREY
EXPLAINS
SUBJECTIVITY

Hello. I’m Lady Aria Grey, and today I’m explaining subjectivity.
She pulls out a Dictionary.
“Subjectivity: The state or quality of being subjective.”
She throws it away.
Thanks, Dictionary.
Subjectivity is what happens when people have different opinions about something.
For example:

“Oh mah gawd Sharon, this magenta is a divine colour for your lounge.”
“No man Sharon, go with something subtle, like this neon lime green.”
What colour should Sharon choose for the lounge? It’s subjective. Only Sharon can
decide.

“Jassis bru, it’s not looking good for the Boks hey. They must sub le Roux for
Lambie if we want a shot at this game my oke.”
“Nooit bru, Mvovo is the only one who can save us now. He’s the oke my china.”
Who would be the best player to help the rugby men win their game? It’s subjective.
Only the coach can decide.

“Beyoncé is one of the greatest artists of all time!”
“Bitch please, Katy Perry is–”

Lady Aria Grey laughs at the absurdity of it all.
I’m sorry. That was a bad example. But you get what I mean.
Subjectivity is when neither viewpoint can really be said to be true.
Opinions are subjective –
all opinions. And that is an objective fact.
Objective?
Yes, objective.

Objectivity is the opposite of subjectivity. Objectivity is when something is indisputable.
For example:

It just does.

It just does.

It says so. On the internet.
Those were examples of objective truths. Which brings me to my next point: truth. And
this is where it gets tricky, because truth can also be subjective. For example:
I might think this cookie is delicious.

I then state “This cookie is delicious”.

This is now a statement. I am presenting it to you as the truth. But there is a whole host of
subjectivities encoded in my personal specific subjective history that dictates WHY I think
this is the truth. Perhaps you wouldn’t. Perhaps you don’t have a sweet tooth.
Perhaps you are allergic to chocolate. Perhaps you are a “banter”.
She rolls her eyes again at the absurdity of it all.
But when I make this statement, you receive it as a truthful fact,
because I stated it truthfullyand factually. Because it is a true fact.
For me. But it is only your truth if you believe it too.
(The cookie is a metaphor.)
“Wow, Lady Aria Grey,” I hear you say, “That’s amazing! I have the power to decide my
own truth?”
Yes you do! But with the power to decide your own truth comes the responsibility to
decide your truth responsibly.

You see, if “your truth”, or “your opinion”, denies another human
their basic human rights, then your opinion is objectively wrong.
She adds a tongue pop for emphasis.

So perhaps it is half full. Perhaps it is half empty. Perhaps it is a bicycle.
Perhaps… it’s a “grey Aria”.
///
Who is Lady Aria Grey? Simply put, Lady Aria Grey is the drag persona of Callum Tilbury, a 24-year old artist
from Cape Town, South Africa. After graduating from the University of Cape Town with a BA in Theatre &
Performance in 2014, Callum has worked in the theatre industry as an actor, writer, voice artist, and a number
of other less interesting job titles. In his final year of university, he started watching Rupaul’s Drag Race, and
has been violently in love with the art of drag ever since, due to its electric combination of wit, humour, gender
theory, and fabulousness. After teaching himself how to apply drag makeup with the help of YouTube, Lady Aria
Grey was born at Alexander Bar & Theatre in May 2014. She has since performed there a number of times:
hosting birthdays and functions, free theatre performances, and recently in a full length play, The Pitch, which
she co-wrote with Roland Perold, and which received rave reviews.Callum himself is a naturally quiet, introverted and thoughtful individual, who enjoys worrying, wearing heels, and writing about himself in the third person
like he is now.

Tenerézza - Gaze - by Luc Fierens
Analogue Colour Collage

ABZ: What are your thoughts and feelings about the
collage? What made you want to create, what you
intended to say with it, perhaps where you sourced the
eyes? Who is the woman in the picture?
LUC: My work is intended to be discussed and
multiple answers are possible. Most of my images
are “found” “chosen” from an arsenal of images from
old magazines from 60’s 70’s 80’s till now, found on
the internet, newspapers…Here the the image of the
woman was covered with the letter ’A’ – sort of visual
poem. [I felt it was] less strong, so I decided to put
eyes instead. The eyes I found in fashion magazines;
from well known models or people, some eyes without
make-up. For me the piece talks about voyeurism,
[how a] woman’s body treated as object… il venere…
That is just one of the views, I guess.
—
About the artist:
Since 1984 , Luc has been a collagist provocateur
researching the relation between word & image. He
makes connections and projects within independent
networks: mail-art, visual poetry, etc. His artist’
publications (Postfluxpost) and some of his works
have been acquired by major archives (R.&M.Sackner Archive, Miami, Libraries (MoMa Library, Rare
Books coll. University of Buffalo (USA) and museums
: MaRt (Trento e Rovereto), Italy and various private
collections (Collezione Palli, Prato (Italy) and Verbeke
Foundation (Belgium).

Ann Likes Red

By Juliana Irene Smith

When you live life on the road, the nomadic pleasures of only
needing a passport, a plane ticket and 2 dollars are what make you
holla. I get paid to do the wild thing. Wild thang. (You know the
beat.) Live it up cliché and smack me down, hard and fast. Turn
me over and put it in, fast bitch deeper.
I need nothing. Not you or you and especially not you. Possessions
and people and need or needy shit are so 1990s. Independence
in me is only a glimpse of what I will allow you to possess. I am
going to take you for a ride, like the cowgirl Indian tornado of the
dusty fields of my reality. No toys, no things, just skin and spit.
Jack Kerouac you were a pussy. I could make your whiskey weep.
The object of my desire you ask? The space to tell you to get out of
my cunt before the sun rises and the air to swim (because nothing
is gonna make me drown). Fools all of you. Run.

Stop. Pause.
And then there is this book.

The old shed in the back of her grandparents’ house in the suburban
valley of California. The old shed behind a beige house where her
aunts and uncles smoked joints after her grandfather’s funeral. That
old shed held her childhood photos and lacey dresses, school report
cards and the musical scores from the community music center’s
choir, which was her favorite activity.
The old pseudo plastic wood shed… the animals, the animals… they
came in… they came into her… they came in one by one and then in
the masses… in the nights and they began to feast… little white animals… the worms of the underworld… they devoured her, her innocence, the traces of goodness in a time before before before.
Before she knew.
Before she knew.
Before she knew.
They crunched and ate and sucked as if they knew.
Nothing left… but holes and the saliva the animals burped up.
She felt nothing.
It was time to go. Jack Kerouac is a pussy.
A glimmer, the one, that damn snag. Would it catch her, would it
see her, would she see it? The red, that red, thing; the book that
was a mantra in her head to protect her from before she knew.
Before she knew.
Anne Likes Red.
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a conversation between nicola van straaten
and kopano maroga about ‘closet’:
an ongoing performance project
nicola: kopano, towards the end of 2015 we swapped wardrobes for about two
weeks. it was starting to get really summery and i was digging your shirts and
comfy jeans, but missing my dresses and the variety that a wardrobe of lady-clothes
offer. perhaps i looked a bit more androgynous than usual, but no one around
seemed to notice the change too much. it felt as though i almost disappeared. the
exchange became slightly superficial and amusing, but somehow quite deep and
eery, to be in someone else’s clothes completely. (here enters the idea of material
objects, placed in a certain way on a body making specific impressions upon the
subject wearing those objects). how did you feel in my clothing?
kopano: yoh! it was super empowering the first few days to feel this heightened
femininity being projected out of me! i had so much fun taking selfies and celebrating that side of myself. it’s so interesting that you mention the feeling of disappearing; my experience was exactly the opposite. obviously the sight of a male
presenting body in hyper feminine-coded clothing is going to garner some attention
(because patriarchy, queerphobia etc). it was super interesting that after a while
people who knew about the project would expect that I present in hyper feminine
ways (dresses and skirts) while some days i just wanted to put on your dungarees
and a warm jacket. after a while i missed being able to disappear without this constant, undercurrent of pressure to somehow “prove” and “perform” my femininity
for the pleasure of those viewing me…
nicola: when we worked on transitioning this idea from a life-experiment to some
sort of choreographic performance, how did the original idea of clothing and performance manifest again for you? for me, the mundane act of dressing / undressing
became a concentrated concoction of hyper-performativity. it’s weird and interesting to watch our normal clothes become costumes, don’t you think? kind of like
looking at our closets (and our bodies) at a different angle?
kopano: yeah totally! there’s something inherently presentational about clothing…
it’s this layer that in a very physical way separates us from the world but, potentially, offers an “in” into our more internal landscapes and the ideas we hold about
ourselves… in some ways clothing can act as a way for us to ask people/the world
to come closer, you know? like, “look here, there is something i am trying to convey
to both you and myself. do you understand?” yeah, the hyper-kinda meta- performativity of performing what is inherently a performance was super interesting.
it’s also interesting to see these personal representational/symbolic pieces of fabric
performing a heightened function of their original purpose…

nicola: one of my favourite things about creating closet with you, was discovering
the various stories behind each garment. a collection of clothing is like an archive
of oral history – there lies a narrative behind each item. clothing stories are some
of my favourites, sometimes i wonder if it’s because there is a strong culture of
talking about clothes with women. growing up with two sisters and surround by
many girls, it’s always been natural and intuitive for me to talk about clothing.
when did you start to really engage with or feel the impact of dress in your life?
kopano: it’s interesting, i’ve always been conscious of dress ever since i started
wearing my mother’s heels with my brother when we were kids. i’ve always felt
super feminine in the way i perceive dress since i always seemed to be aware of it
in a way that a lot of other male-presenting bodies growing up around me weren’t.
creating closet was an opportunity to almost vindicate myself and this small daily
ritual (dressing) that had for a long time been subtly imbued with shame because
of it’s social codification as a feminine behaviour. patriarchy and internalized
misogyny are no joke. i’m just glad that i’m in a position where i can celebrate my
femme-ness. closet was super healing in that way…
-‘closet’ will be performed at the ‘on the roof’ dansfestival on 24 & 25 feb 2018
find out more about this project at:
c-l-o-s-e-t-t.tumblr.com

photos: shani van straaten. 2016. cape town.
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Subjected to Become an Object
		
By Kwanele Finch Thusi
Before I went to the nude bar, I went to the gym first –
as usual it was full. I waited at the reception as I updated my account because I know that the bastards will take
my money again like they have been doing for the past
two months. Anyway, I was taking my time and I walked
briskly, almost like I wanted to be seen. I looked forwards,
shyly, as I got to the changing room. Locker 18 was empty.
I changed into my clothes and put my towel on my shoulder. I started with the bench press; a boy was there, he
looked young and innocent. It was unfair for me to give
him loose advice about how to the bench press correctly, but I only thought about that when I was writing this
journal.
A little while later, I recognized a guy from the same nude
bar as he walked into the gym. He looked shorter; a little
clumsy but he had nice legs. Sometime last week, we had
unprotected sex. I told him that I was top, but I was convinced by his lies to bend like a bitch. Yes, he convinced
me to be a bottom, the floor was cold, sticky and I was in
pain.
It was not worth it. I had contacted internal hemorrhoids
a few days after and I was in deep shit. Literally, I was going to the toilet all the time. At the gym I felt like a subject
– like he was studying every thing I was doing. I didn’t
pay him attention of course, the alpha gay male doesn’t
respond to what has happened.
Anyway, every guy at the gym is looked at and judged by
the size of the muscles. You have to look big, you have to
look like you are a gigantic gorilla and that you have no
vulnerability. Unlike when I go to the gay nude bar, the
men there look much smaller and are exploding with vulnerability.
It wasn’t James, I forgot his name – but that night after
we met at the nude bar, he told me that he was a famous
singer’s cousin. He said that he just wanted to see my body,
not fuck it. Just for me to stand, turn around and then he
would be satisfied. At first, I refused but I felt more wanted there, I felt like a desirable object. Unlike at the gym.
Here, there is no competition. Here everyone adores my
physique; it is about ego. Anyway, the reason I went to the
nude bar because I wanted to write this article about being
black, being gay and being subjected to become an object.
I drank a lot at the bar, I didn’t have sex, funny enough,
maybe because I became more of an artist and the men
there could read that. (I don’t know what I am saying or
where this journal is going to.)

There was a white guy sitting
next to me who had clearly
smoked something. His face was
twitching and he was breathing
through his teeth. I felt more welcome in the nude bar more that
the gym. It’s a weird thing. Validation. Recognition. Wanted to
be looked at. Idolism. I ended up
in some mansion and had dinner with three guys I met at the
bar. It was good. I was intoxicated and I needed sex. Thank God,
the guy’s penis was not that big.
And his name was the same as
my ex-boyfriend’s name, as well
as my current boyfriend. (Yes,
it’s something new though and I
don’t want to be catching feelings,
it’s far too soon.)
At the gym, I wanted to be seen
but no one did, everyone was
busy looking at themselves in the
mirror where as at the bar I was
seen, but I had to give up myself
in order to believe in the lies of
being a subject. Something I need
to mention is that the bar I was in
is a completely dark place and it
is shaped like a maze. You hardly
see anyone’s face, only their naked body. I enjoyed going there,
I don’t know why. Maybe because I didn’t have to impress any
body and maybe because no one
was sizing any one up. Everyone
is an object there and it’s okay.
The boy that I helped at the gym
said goodbye to me when he was
standing on the weight loss machine, dripping with sweat. That
was sweet of him and cute.
I am so horny again.
__________________
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